WSWO 2022 WATER SKI TEAM
Here is the selected team based on each individual's top 3 unique scores from the 2021
season being averaged together and then divided by the National Ranking lists top 3 scores
average in each division and event. This gives us a percentage that represents the likelihood of
each individual team member's chances to podium at the Canadian Nationals. Our top 12 kids
that met the previous years requirements will be the Tier 1 Provincial Team. The next 12 kids
that meet the previous years requirements will make up the Tier 2 Development Team. Any
remaining applicants will be added to the T3 Grassroots Team.
This year we had over 30 applicants! Somehow even when some of our team members
“age out” we continue to have more kids applying each year. This shows us that our team is
working. More and more youth are entering the sport and loving it enough to want to start
competing and focusing on maximizing their abilities on the water. As a coach this is why I do
what I do. I love seeing how much all these kids love putting in the work to be their best.

Tier 1 Provincial Team
1. Reuben Mednick - 147.8% (T)

7. Micky Geller - 88.3% (J)

2. Anna Wheeler - 109.8% (S)

8. Annabelle Hammell - 81.7% (S)

3. Charlie Ross - 108.6% (S)

9. Ethan Kuntz - 80.4% (S)

4. Leo Bigourdan - 95.7% (S)

10. Rebecca Ramsay - 80% (J)

5. Ty Bigourdan - 93.2% (S)

11. Hannah Kuntz - 73.3% (S)

6. Ben Wheeler - 90.6% (S)

*12.1 Stuart Hammel - 71% (S)
*12.2 Ivison Paul - 70.8% (S)

* Due to how close the 12th spot finished, and how we’ve handled this in the past, we
will have a 13th member to our T1 Team this season.
Everyone on this list trained hard all season and competed at almost every event. In
their efforts they earned the highest potential to podium in our province! Congratulations to our
top performing Ontario Athletes!

Tier 2 Development Team
1. Hayden Beynon - 65.8% (S)

7. Sophie Hunter - 43.3% (S)

2. Chloe Friedrich - 65% (S)

8. Adeline Beynon - 40.5% (S)

3. Matthew Baxter - 61.5% (S)

9. Emma Tamblyn - 24.9% (S)

4. Alistair Beck - 58.6% (S)

10. Isabel Beck - 22.5% (S)

5. Erin Wilkes - 56.1% (S)

*11. NA

6. Jacob Kuntz - 55.4% (S)

*12. NA

* Due to the remaining applicants not competing in at least (2) Ontario Tournaments in
the 2021 season there are no more applicants that meet the T2 requirements. With WSWO
hosting a full event schedule over the past 2 seasons (20/21) we have agreed that these
requirements could have been met so will be upheld.
Tier 3 Grassroots Team
1. Ethan Barkwell - 113.6% (T)

7. Eddie Silverberg - 20.5% (S)

2. Zach Barkwell - 111.8% (T)

8. Hunter Shanks - 11.4% (S)

3. Taylor Barkwell - 93% (S)

9. Brody Cox*

4. Nikola Barkwell - 92.6% (S)

10. Niamh Fegan*

5. David Cox - 27.7% (S)

11. Grace Fegan*

6. Danny Cox - 20.9% (S)

12. Clare Fegan*
13. Connor Guilfoyle*
14. Eden Turner*
15. George Akehurst*

*These T3 members either haven’t entered their first event yet, and they intend to
compete in 2022 or they haven’t met T1 or T2 tournament requirements from the previous year.
There are no tournament requirements in T3.

